
Welcome from the editor
This is the first newsletter of the CRG. 

Let me start as I will probably continue: by 
begging.

As an editor of various journals and newsletters 
over the years I am aware that getting people to 
contribute content makes pulling teeth with 
rusty pliers seem an easy past-time by 
comparison!

In order for all to gain from this newsletter, at 
least some of the membership needs to provide 
content- images, anecdotes, hints & tips, links to
useful material.

Please come onboard. Don’t assume that what 
you have would be of no interest to others!

I hope you enjoy this addition to your 
membership.

Oh, and why ‘TRASH Talk’?  Our  TRA 
prefecture is also known as TRASH- Tripoli 
Rocketry Association Southern Highlands.

Neville Fraser
TRA 14475
fraserneville@yahoo.com.au

From the President
Welcome to the inaugural edition of our 
newsletter.

The last two years have been very trying for the 
club and rocketry in general; many of our 
launches cancelled due to COVID & the 
weather in general. CASA is applying increased 
rigour to rocketry in general and this led to a 
delay in getting our Instrument renewed. This

 unfortunately led to us not being able to do our 
week long HPR launch this year.

Hopefully most of these cancellations are 
behind us.

I’d like to take the opportunity this column 
provides to thank Tripoli for their Prefecture 
Improvement Program. Courtesy of the program
grants (and the odd Bunnings sausage sizzle) 
CRG has been investing in new ground 
equipment to better support our members.

I’d finish up this by saying we need to find 
ways to grow the club membership and ensure 
the CRG continues to support rocketry in the 
Capital region for many years to come.

Warren Osborne
TRA 16669

Next Launch
Weather Permitting 7 August 2022

Special Note:

Due to the current Foot and Mouth Disease 
(FMD) risk special protocols will be enforced at
Manton for this launch. 

Members are responsible for ensuring that any 
protocols are adhered to, as failure to do so 
could result in our loss of the launch site, which 
is only available to us at the pleasure of the 
landowner.

At the present time this also applies to the 
Ardlethan HPR launch.

Foxtrot by Bill Amend
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Where to next?
One of the common paths into model rocketry is
via a kit, usually purchased from a toy store.

Mostly from Estes,  these kits are very reliable 
and easy to assemble.

After a few flights though, where to next?

One obvious path is BIGGER and more 
powerful- and we all love that path, don’t we?

Unfortunately, lurking down that path is greater 
cost  and limited launch opportunities, so what 
else can we do?

Here are some alternative paths:

1. Other kit makers

There are more kit manufacturers out there than 
Estes, and they often have interesting and 
unique designs.

Apogee, Tim van Milligan’s company, has a full
range of models:

www.apogeerockets.com

Tim also runs weekly workshops on how to 
improve your rocketry experience.

Quest, the lower power end of Aerotech:

www.questaerospace.com

2. Design your own
You can either buy the basics (tubes, nose 
cones, etc) from suppliers like Bergs, Frontline 
or even direct from Estes or Apogee, or make 
your own bits from scratch.

3. Change direction
Build more esoteric models- helicopter, glider, 
saucers, radio control, etc. I’m a big fan of both 
gliders and plastic model conversion (PMC)

For gliders, Estes and Apogee both sell several, 
but take a look at  jhaerospace.com too- Joshua 
Finn has a range of increasingly large and 
powerful glider designs, including radio control.

Also, consider models with payloads- cameras, 
eggs(!) and more.

Competition
Can you identify the person in the photo?

He is an important early ‘rocketeer’.

To win, you have to promise not to use image 
searching to find him!

Answers and bribes to the editor.

Prize to be decided. Donations happily accepted.

Photo Gallery

Most pictures we see published show the take 
off. How about a few of other parts of the 
flight?

http://www.apogeerockets.com/
http://jhaerospace.com/
http://www.questaerospace.com/


Flight Cards

Did you know the new flight card must be filled
out for each launch at Manton or Ardlethan? 
This is due to record keeping requirements for 
CASA and TRA.

You can pre-fill with your own details to save 
time at the launch. Download 4-to-a-page DOC 
or PDF from the CRG website documents page.

Next Issue:

• Another competition photo

• Another Foxtrot

• Parachute folding

• CASA- what is it?

TRA News
Via Mark, our TRA Representative, who has 
extensive skill in HPR design and building, 
comes this bit by Roy Tyson on making perfect 
fin fillets (this works for LPR & MPR too):

Hey everyone, I have been
asked several times how I
do my fillets. This is NOT
the best way, just my way. 

When I started building
high power, I dreaded
fillets, but now they are the
most exciting part for me. 

Items Needed: Carbon
Paper A ball to make the fillet size desired Dremel with a 
deburring bit, or sandpaper for surface prep Masking tape 
Epoxy 

Finding carbon paper may be the hardest item to source, a
bit of a product of yesterday. I got mine at OfficeMax. If 
the person behind the counter is under 40, they will have 
no clue. I ordered mine online and had it ready for pick up
at the desk. Or I would imagine Amazon would have it. I 
use a deburring bit in my Dremel for surface prep, but you
need to score/scar the surface of the fiberglass, and if a 
cardboard rocket, remove the glassine outer layer. 

I use the orange, heavy-duty Scotch tape for taping the 
area off, but any Scotch tape or painter’s tape will work. 

A ball is the biggest trick. 

Not a pipe/tube/socket
or craft stick. All those
create variable depths
and will not give you a
consistent fillet. You
can find all different
sizes of wooden balls
at Hobby Lobby. Find
a size that matches the
size of fillet you want
to create. I bought
them all, and make the decision when I am ready. I use 
one per rocket, then just toss it when done. Simple and 
cheap. 

Steps 

1. Take the carbon
paper and your ball
and mark a line where
the fillet will go. Lay
the carbon paper in the
valley of the fin/tube
and drag the ball back
and forth making the
black carbon line.

2. Prep your material
for the best adhesion. I
scar the surface with
the Dremel. The
sandpaper will have the
same effect. Again if
cardboard, remove the
outer layer of paper or
glassine. Then remark
your lines with the
carbon paper as in Step
1.

https://canberrarocketry.no-ip.org/documents.htm


3. Take your tape of choice and mask off the area to 
receive the fillets. It is very important to place the tap the 
OUTSIDE of the
black line. If you
place the tape on the
line, you will create
a ledge in the epoxy
when you pull the
tape off. You want
the ball and rocket
surface to make
contact in the
following step, and
the black carbon
line represents where the ball the rocket surface meets. 
Tape to the outside so the ball drags the surface, and the 
tape will aid in the removal of extra epoxy that squeezes 
out.

4. Adding epoxy. When you have your epoxy to the 
consistency desired, you are ready to pour. I prefer a fairly
stiff epoxy
(warm
peanut
butter).
This can be
achieved
by letting
the epoxy
set a bit or
adding a
thickening agent (see manufacturers’ recommendations).

5. After your epoxy is added, you are ready to shape the 
fillet. Take your wooden ball and wet the ball with a wet 
paper towel, and start on the fins leading edge and pull the
entire distance in one SLOW pull. This will allow the 
epoxy to
push ahead
and fill in
as needed.

If you are
short or
run out,
just add
more to
the fillet
and re-pull
the entire distance. It is important to clean the ball after 
every pull, as epoxy on the trailing edge of the ball will 
create uneven lines behind the ball. It’s best to add a bit of
epoxy at the leading edge and just pull the entire distance 
anytime you need to redo a shape.

6. After you are
happy with the fillet,
pull the tape. It’s
best to do it now as
the epoxy set up on
the tape edge will
make them hard to
remove later. Just
take your time, pull
all the tape off,
taking care to not
mess your near-
perfect fillet. You
also want to do this
now, so that the
extra epoxy on the
tape will not run
down onto your
fillet.

7. To close out,
keep an eye on the
ends of the fins to
ensure epoxy does not run down before it sets up enough 
to not run. If you don’t want to babysit this area, be 
warned it can run and taper the fillets on the ends and 
make a mess on your rocket. Tape in the “run zone” is a 
good way to ensure it stays clean while it sets up.

Roy Tyson (TRF)
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